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ABSTRACT
Emergency managers rely on a variety on models and outputs, such as Hazards
United States Multi- Hazard (Hazus-MH) and the Coastal Emergency Risk Assessment
(CERA) visualization tool, to make decisions in the days leading up to and following
hurricane events. This study focuses on using Hurricane Isaac (2012) and Hurricane
Laura (2020). ASGS-CERA geoTIFFs, created from generated ADCIRC Prediction
System data, in the Hazus-MH Flood Model to test using these two tools together in urban
and rural areas. These ASGS-CERA integrated Hazus-MH studies were compared with
Hazus-MH studies using the standard Hazus-MH surge methodology. They were tested
for accuracy in both surge predictions and consequence estimates. Water depths from
both hurricanes using ASGS-CERA surge estimates differed from the Hazus-MH surge
by an average of 2 feet with much larger differences in protected areas. The largest
differences in consequence estimates were found in areas where the extent of the ASGSCERA geoTIFF differed from the Hazus-MH predicted surge. The results show that the
Hazus-MH surge methodology erroneously predicts flooding in protected areas causing
large overpredictions in the consequence estimates. The ASGS-CERA geoTIFF
produced surge levels and extents closer to event observations that resulted in
consequence estimates that more closely matched reported event losses.

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview
The United States experienced 22 natural events in 2020 that each had a billion
dollars or more in consequences, breaking all previous records. Hurricanes or tropical
storms represented 27% of these billion-dollar events affecting the Gulf Coast (National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), 2021). This study focuses on coastal
Louisiana, which due to its location in the central gulf coast, low laying topography, and
its interconnected water bodies, is highly susceptible to hurricane surge flooding
(Westerink, et al., 2008). This exposure to flooding is projected to increase in the future
due to subsidence, coastal erosion, and climate change driven by sea level rise and
increased hurricane intensity (Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority, 2017; Lin &
Cha, 2020; Kulp & Strauss, 2017; Siverd, et al., 2019). It is crucial that decision-makers
such as emergency managers, planners, and elected officials have resources in place to
facilitate the action necessary to prepare for and recover from hurricane surge related
events.
Currently, state-of-the-art storm surge models can produce high resolution flooding
estimates, but easy to use products that translate that data for decision makers are limited
(Sanders, et al., 2020). Outputs that are useful to timely decision making provide the
emergency manager a clearer understanding of the hazard, exposure, and vulnerability
that contribute to the overall potential consequences of an event (Figure 1; Maulsby,
2019). The work in this thesis will focus on consequences (direct building damages) that
are calculated using vulnerability (depth-damage functions) and fine resolution exposure
(storm surge inundation extent and depth). This is done by using surge inundation
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geoTIFFs from Coastal Emergency Risks Assessment (CERA) as a source of input of
water depths to the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) Hazards United
States-Multi Hazard (Hazus-MH) Flood Model.

Figure 1. Definitions of risk, consequences, probability, vulnerability, exposure, and
hazards associated with flooding during a hurricane event (Maulsby, 2019). Side (a)
depicts one definition of risk is the product of consequences and the probability that the
consequence will occur, and that the consequences are the product of vulnerability and
exposure. Side (b) breaks up risk into hazard and vulnerability where the hazard is
product of exposure and probability.
Hazus-MH is comprised of four models: Earthquake, Hurricane, Flood and
Tsunami. The models follow a similar workflow. First the user creates a region by denoting
what model(s) the user would like to use and what states, counties, or census blocks that
region should cover. Once the region is created, the user opens the region, chooses a
hazard type, and develops a hazard scenario, and then runs a consequence analysis. All
Hazus-MH models allow the user to perform different levels of analyses: Level 1, Level
2, and Level 3. In a Level 1 analysis, a user uses entirely Hazus-MH default hazard and
consequence data. In a Level 2 analysis, a user updates some, but not all, of that data.
In a Level 3 analysis, the user completely replaces both the hazard data and the
consequence inputs. In the Hazus-MH Flood Model, developed throughout the 1990s, a
user can use the hazard analysis to create the flood hazard exposure, a Level 1 analysis,
or they can upload an externally produced hazard exposure through the User Input Tool,
2

a Level 2 analysis. From there, the user applies the consequence analysis to compute
the economic loss.
Currently, the Level 1 process to create surge exposures within Hazus-MH
requires the user to use a multi-hazard study region using the Wind and Flood Models.
This method, called the Surge Scenario, results in surge inundation predictions that are
rarely used in real time events because the method is time consuming and lacks the
resolution and accuracy available from more sophisticated models. For these reasons,
the Hazus-MH team has asked developers of Advanced Circulation (ADCIRC) model to
assist in their effort to provide higher resolution surge inundation outputs via CERA that
can be easily understood and incorporated in Hazus-MH Flood studies by their users in
a Level 2 analysis.
ADCIRC is a finite element hydrodynamic model that can be used to predict surge
related flooding (Kerr, et al., 2013; Bilskie, et al., 2016). The ADCIRC Surge Guidance
System (ASGS) is an automation system that reliably (i.e., without crashing) runs
ADCIRC during and after hurricane events to provide storm surge predictions for water
elevation level, inundation depth and flood extent (Fleming et al., 2008; Twilley, et al.,
2014). The results of these forecasts and hindcasts are post-processed and visualized in
CERA, an interactive web-based map display. CERA provides a visualization of flooding
exposure along with other landscape features to guide emergency managers in the days
and hours leading up to a hurricane land fall as well as in day-to-day activities (DeLorme,
Stephens, Bilskie, & Hagen, 2020; Louisiana State University Center for Computation and
Technology and Louisiana Sea Grant, 2020a).
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Figure 2. ADCIRC/ASGS/CERA – real-time capabilities and the relationship between
ADCIRC, ASGS and CERA. ASGS automates ADCIRC in real time events; the results
are visualized in CERA (Louisiana State University Center for Computation and
Technology and Louisiana Sea Grant, 2020a).
The ADCIRC generated storm surge water elevations data visualized in CERA can
also be downloaded as shapefiles, netCDF, and csv files. To provide outputs that can be
used in the Hazus-MH model, Carola Kaiser, lead CERA developer, has produced a
workflow that converts the post-processed ASGS results into a geoTIFF. The CERA postprocessing involves applying a water body mask to the max inundation calculation. This
mask removes the always wet areas, or wet nodes, that can cause misleading inundation
values. It could also be useful in Hazus-MH to reduce leakage – the misrepresentation of
loss that can occur when a water body and census block overlap, and the depth of that
water body gets applied to the census block structures.
For this study, these geoTIFFs will be referred to as the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF or
raster. GeoTIFFS depicting surge inundation for historic storm hindcasts are currently
available for download on the CERA website and can easily be used in Hazus-MH using
4

the User Input tool (Appendix A). CERA plans to continue to produce the geoTIFFs for
advisory forecasts and hindcasts in future hurricane seasons.
This study uses three regions each for two hurricanes to determine how the ASGS
results, post-processed and provided by CERA, differ from the Hazus-MH produced surge
and how those difference could improve the consequence analysis results. The first
region type is the multi-hazard wind and flood approach that allows a user to create a
surge scenario This will be referred to the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario, or Level 1
Hazus-MH for short. The second region type reflects how a Hazus-MH user can use
externally produced results in Hazus-MH using the User Input Tool. This region will use
only the Flood model, with a coastal scenario chosen, and the ASGS -CERA geoTIFF
uploaded using the User Input Tool. This will be referred to as the Level 2 ASGS-CERA
Coastal User Input Scenario, or Level 2 ASGS-CERA for short. Generally speaking, Level
2 User Input scenarios use different assumptions than Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge
scenarios. For this reason, the third region type is a Level 2 Coastal User Input scenario
that uses the Hazus-MH produced hazard like an externally produced hazard. This is
done to ensure there are Hazus-MH produced hazard-based consequence estimates that
are comparable to those in the Level 2 ASGS-CERA region. This will be referred as the
Level 2 Hazus-MH Coastal User Input Scenario, or Level 2 Hazus-MH for short.
The two hurricanes used in study made landfall in coastal Louisiana in two distinct
landscapes: Hurricane Isaac made landfall in southeast Louisiana in landscape
dominated by more urban features; and Hurricane Laura made landfall in southwest
Louisiana in landscape dominated by more rural features. Hurricane Isaac landscape
included structural protected features such as levees, floodwalls, and control structures
5

surrounded by the Mississippi River, Lake Pontchartrain, and other interconnected water
bodies. This area is expected to have higher density in both ADCIRC mesh elements and
Hazus-MH building data. Hurricane Laura hit a mostly rural area that dominated by
agricultural lands and water bodies that does not have the same level of structural
protection features as the urban site in southeast Louisiana. The southwest rural site has
lower density in ADCIRC elements and Hazus-MH building data.
The first findings are focused on the Hurricane Isaac area, from now on referred
to as the Urban Site. The Hurricane Isaac surge inundation levels predicted in the Level
1 Hazus-MH region (and used in the Level 2 Hazus-MH Region) are compared to the
surge inundation levels predicted by ASGS available in the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF. The
consequence estimates will also be compared, Level 1 Hazus-MH vs. Level 2 ASGSCERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH vs. Level 2 ASGS-CERA to show how the hazard
differences affect the consequence estimates. For the Urban Site, the hazards and the
consequence estimates are compared to post-event high water mark (HWM)
observations and reported property damage.
The second findings focus on the Hurricane Laura area, from now on referred to
as the Rural Site. The comparisons will be the same as those performed for the Urban
Site, except that reported consequences are not available for the Rural Site. For both the
Urban and Rural Sites, I expect to find that the ASGS-CERA flood depth values and
extents are different than those of the Level 1 Hazus-MH produced flood exposures. I
expect that the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF depths and extents will better match event
observations and that this improved accuracy will contribute to consequence results that
better match reported property damage.
6

Next, I will focus on comparing my previous findings, Urban vs. Rural, to determine
how the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF can improve the consequence estimates in the different
landscapes. I expect to find that the differences of surge inundation levels and
consequences are larger in the Hurricane Isaac Region than those found in the Hurricane
Laura region; therefore, I expect to find that ASGS-CERA geoTIFF has more significant
impact on the results of Hazus-MH consequence analyses urban, protected areas.
1.2. Research objectives
The overall focus of this research is to study how the ASGS-CERA rasters, as an
example a fine-resolution storm surge model, impact the results of Hazus-MH Flood
Model consequence estimates. This can be broken down into four main objectives.
•

The first objective is to quantify how much AGGS-CERA and Level 1 Hazus-MH
produced hazard differ in surge inundation and extent, and how these differences
affect the consequence estimates that are based on these hazards for both the
Urban and Rural Site. In other words, to compare the predicted surge hazards,
Level 1 Hazus-MH and ASGS-CERA, for both Hurricane Isaac and Hurricane
Laura and then, compare the consequence assessments, Level 1 Hazus-MH vs.
Level 2 ASGS-CERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH vs. Level 2 ASGS-CERA.

•

The second objective is to determine if the ASGS-CERA hazards are more
accurate than the hazards produced by the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario
by comparing the surge inundation levels from ASGS-CERA and Level 1 HazusMH Surge Scenario to the observed water levels provided by the USGS (United
States Geological Survey) Flood Event Viewer for both Hurricane Isaac and
Hurricane Laura.
7

•

The third objective is to determine, considering the limitations of the building
inventory data and depth-damage curves in Hazus-MH Flood Model
consequence analysis, whether it is reasonable to say that fine-resolution
modeling improves the consequence results. This will be done by comparing the
Hurricane Isaac Level 1 Hazus-MH, Level 2 Hazus-MH, and Level 2 ASGSCERA consequence estimates ASGS-CERA with the reported damages from the
event.

•

The fourth objective is to determine how the findings of the previous objectives
vary with land use and cover by comparing the results of the Urban Site with
those from the Rural Site.

1.3. Hurricane and Site Descriptions
Urban Site: Hurricane Isaac
As a tropical storm, Isaac first made landfall in Haiti and Cuba, as well as causing
heavy rain and inland flooding in other parts of the Caribbean and Florida. It developed
into a Category 1 hurricane hours before its first Louisiana landfall on August 28, 2012,
south-southeast of the mouth of the Mississippi River with maximum sustained wind
speeds of 70 kt. The second Louisiana landfall of Hurricane Isaac was west of Port
Fourchon on August 29, 2012. These two landfalls caused storm surge and inland
flooding in Southeast Louisiana and Southern Mississippi (Storm Events Database, 2012;
Berg 2013). The National Hurricane Center (NHC) estimates a total of $2.35 billion in
losses in the United States after accounting for uninsured losses. This is based on insured
losses reported to be $970 million by the Property Claim Services of the Insurance
Services Office for total insured losses and $407 million being reported by the National
8

Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) for surge and inland flooding damages (Berg, 2013). In
Louisiana, Hurricane Isaac related damages were estimated by the Department of
Commerce to be over $600 million dollars, with $500 million being attributed to storm
surge damage (Herndon, 2012; Storm Events Database, 2012). These surge levels led
to damage in an estimated 59,000 homes in Louisiana. Over 5,000 people had to be
rescued from the high-water levels (Berg, 2013).

Figure 3. ASGS Predicted Hurricane Isaac Flooding Extent and Maximum Inundation
Depths (Center for Computation and Technology & Louisiana Sea Grant, Louisiana State
University, 2017).
The highest surges in Louisiana were observed by United States Geological
Survey (USGS) sensors in Plaquemines, St. Bernard, Orleans, St. Tammany, Jefferson,
Tangipahoa, St. John the Baptist, and St. Charles Parishes (Herndon, 2012; Berg, 2013;
National Weather Service, 2013). These parishes, along with St. James and Washington
9

Parishes make up the Greater New Orleans Area (Greater New Orleans Inc, 2018). In
2019, this site made 29.8% of the total Louisiana population (United States Census
Bureau, n.d.). The area contains both Lake Pontchartrain and the Mississippi River, as
well as other natural and man-made channels, including the Intracoastal Waterway.
Surrounded by water, the city has natural and man-made levees, as well as an extensive
surge barrier system.
Rural Site: Hurricane Laura
Hurricane Laura passed through Puerto Rico, the Dominican Republic, Haiti, and
Cuba as a tropical storm Saturday August 22 through Monday August 24, 2020. On
Tuesday, August 25, it strengthened to a hurricane in the Gulf of Mexico and by
Wednesday evening it had strengthened into a Category 4 hurricane sustaining wind
speeds of 150 mph. It made landfall at 1:00 am Thursday August 27, 2020, at that same
speed (LAURA Graphics Archive: 5-day Forecast Track and Watch/Warning Guide;
Edwards, 2020). It is among the top five strongest hurricanes to make landfall in the
United States and the strongest recorded hurricane to hit Louisiana (Edwards, 2020).
Observed high water marks for surge flooding were as high as 17.4 ft above the ground
(TS Marco Hurricane Laura 2020). Studies to determine economic damages are still being
done.
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Figure 4. ASGS Predicted Hurricane Laura Flooding Extent and Maximum Inundation
Depths (Center for Computation and Technology & Louisiana Sea Grant, Louisiana State
University, 2020).
The parishes chosen for the study area were Acadia, Calcasieu, Cameron, Iberia,
Jefferson Davis, St. Mary, Terrebonne, and Vermilion parishes. These parishes were
chosen when the LSU team assisted the Hazus-MH team in preliminary Laura damage
estimates, and it was noticed that these were the parishes FEMA was focusing on. While
these parishes do contain cities such as Lake Charles and Houma, they also include
towns, villages, census designated places, and many unincorporated communities.
Overall, the area is less densely populated – it covers almost twice as much land but has
a population less than half of the Isaac region (United States Census Bureau, n.d.).
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Hazus-MH
Hazus-MH model components (inventory data, depth to damage translation, and
hazard/exposure prediction) were designed at the national level. National models are
likely to be updated less frequently and robustly as local supplied data and are, therefore,
likely to be less reliable than locally supplied data (Department of Homeland Security,
FEMA, 2012). Since consequence studies are encouraged at the local level, Hazus-MH
was designed in a way that allows the user to improve the data related to the components;
Hazus-MH as three levels of analyses that are meant to increase in accuracy as the user
supplies more local and complex data (FEMA, 2015; FEMA, 2018). With each level’s
increase in complexity, is a corresponding increase in the time the user must spend
collecting the necessary data. Level One is completely based on the default Hazus-MH
data. In a Level Two analysis, a user supplies data or corrects some Hazus-MH data to
use with the remaining uncorrected Hazus-MH data. In a Level Three analysis, the user
replaces the default data; this typically requires expert advice (FEMA, 2018). These levels
and the amount of effort required by the user are important to keep in mind in the
upcoming discussion of the Hazus-MH components and their shortcomings. The critiques
mentioned in the following sections can be addressed using Level Two or Three
Analyses. However, the months, and sometimes years, to make these corrections is
typically not available in the emergency response timeline (FEMA, 2018).
2.2 Hazus-MH Flood Consequence Computations
Hazus-MH uses what is called a Type One, unit-based, flood loss estimation
approach. This approach uses depth-damage curves to translate flood depths incurred
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by buildings into dollar values. In a Type One unit-based approach, the water depth is
considered the most crucial factor in damage estimation, but there is a level of uncertainty
based on the depth damage curve chosen (Dutta, Herath, & Musiake, 2007; Islam, 2000;
National Research Council, 1999; Tate, Muñoz, & Suchan, 2015). To calculate flood
related losses, Hazus-MH employs the Federal Insurance and Mitigation Agency (FIMA)
and United States Army Corp of Engineers (USACE) depth damage curves and an
equation for computing the total loss within the unit. The unit current used in Hazus-MH
is the census block. Equation 1 describes the general base calculation of the total
replacement cost in a census block:
V= A*C ……………………………………………………………………………….Equation 1
where V is the total cost, A is the total area, and C is the cost per square foot.
Different variations of this equation are used for each structure type and then multiplied
by the quantity of that structure type in the unit. These equations vary in complexity based
on structure type. For example, the equation for single family residential homes takes the
house, garage, and basement into account, as well as the construction quality. The
Hazus-MH model has predetermined values of area and cost per square foot for other
types of buildings including, but not limited to, manufactured housing, multi-family housing
(small, medium, large), nursing homes, banks, and hospitals. Knowing the number of
each type of building in the census block, Hazus-MH calculates the full replacement value
of the building stock for the unit. Hazus-MH sums the units in a study region, resulting in
the full replacement cost of the study region. Based on these values, inventory and
contents losses are also calculated (Department of Homeland Security, FEMA, 2012).
The current available building data is in line with the 2010 census data and will be updated
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with 2020 census data (FEMA, 2018).The previously computed replacement cost data is
assumed to be evenly distributed within the census block. In urban areas, where buildings
are close together, even building distribution is a reasonable assumption. Buildings tend
to be farther from one another in rural areas and even distribution is less likely. Compared
with local professional tax assessments, Hazus-MH inventory data was found to have
less building distributed data related error in urban areas than in rural ones (Tate et al,
2015). This type of error is specifically significant for partially flooded census blocks or
census blocks with varying depths and results in a misrepresentation of loss in an area
(Tate et al., 2015). Errors also occur in both urban and rural due to misrepresentation in
location (Tate et al., 2015). For example, in Figure 5 the census blocks are relatively the
same size and shape as the city blocks, but they are shifted to the south. This shift can
cause the flood related consequences to be present in areas that are not flooded and vice
versa. For example, consider that the inundation layer partially overlaps with the shifted
census block in a location where, in reality, there are no buildings. The Hazus-MH model
averages that depth over the census block area and applies the associated damage
values to the evenly distributed building data, which, again, misrepresents the loss (Tate
et al., 2015).
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Figure 5. Census Blocks, Tax Assessor Lines, and Building Footprints Compared (Tate
et al., 2015). Note the location of the census block lines are shifted from the assessor
lines and footprints.
The census data used by Hazus-MH has been found to underestimate building
square footage by 15-20% and overestimate the replacement cost by 31-56%.
Oftentimes, user supplied inventory datasets in Level 2 analyses only replace the building
square footage, leaving the replacement cost as is. This causes increases
overestimation, 51-88%. This is widely understood to be acceptable if one uses HazusMH to compare one mitigation project to another, but it creates an issue in computing an
exact damage estimation (Shultz, 2017). Reliable results seem to be much more likely
using an updated replacement cost approach along with updated flood depths (Ding et
al., 2008).
The depth damage curves in Hazus-MH are available in a few varieties based on
building structure type, configuration, and flood zone. Given the flood average inundation
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depth in a census block, the depth-damage curve tells the model the percentage of
damage in the structure types within a block. This “percent damaged” value is used to
calculate the estimated loss for a census block by multiplying the percentage by the full
replacement cost of the census block (Department of Homeland Security, FEMA, 2012).
The USACE depth damage curves are based on past damage data as well as
modelled “what if” data (Merz et al., 2010). In one study that compared the FIMA and
USACE depth-damage curves to NFIP claims, it was found that states, including
Louisiana, with high damage to depth ratios are singularly driven by devasting events.
The study also found that USACE curves overestimate shallow depth-damage by 25%
and underestimate the deep depth damage by about 25% (Wing et al., 2020). The FIMA
curves, shown in Figure 6, are based on past NFIP damages, which do not include losses
not covered under NFIP policies or losses of people without flood insurance. These
uninsured losses would mostly be outside the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM)
established floodplain; flood damages outside the FIRM floodplain were found to have
much higher damage to depth ratios because of less mitigative measures outside the
floodplain (Wing, et al.,2020). Hazus-MH corrects for the NFIP policy-based limitations
but does not mention how it accounts for flooding where there is no flood insurance
(Department of Homeland Security, FEMA, 2012).
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Figure 6. FIMA Depth-Damage Curves Used in Hazus-MH (Department of Homeland
Security, FEMA, 2012) . Note that the names denote number of floor levels and
configuration (split level and presence of basement) and that MH stands for Mobile Home
and that MH stands for Mobile Home.
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2.3 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario Predictions
In the Level 1 multi-hazard approach Hazus-MH uses to create surge predictions,
first the user opens the Hurricane Model to create a wind field using the storm track, wind
and pressure parameters and uses the consequence analysis to compute the associated
building damages. Then, when the user switches to the Flood Model, they create a Surge
Scenario that uses that wind field and the simplified Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges
from Hurricanes (SLOSH) Model.
SLOSH is the official surge forecasting model used by NOAA and the National
Weather service. It covers the entire Atlantic and Gulf Coastlines, as well, as Hawaii and
U.S (United States). island territories in 32 basins. The basins, shown in Figure 7, ideally
get updated at a rate of 5 or 6 a year but can go longer without updates (National
Hurricane Center and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, n.d.). These
basins consist of structured curvilinear grids that are focused on areas, such as coastal
population centers or areas with low topology, that have particularly high surge risk. The
concentric shape of the grids allows for cell sizes that are smaller in the focus area and
increase in size in outer parts of the grid, resulting in lower resolution offshore. (Forbes,
Rhome, Mattocks, & Taylor, 2014). Despite this feature, SLOSH’s ability for localized
resolution is limited compared to models that use unstructured meshes (Kerr, et al.,
2013).
While this model is different than ADCIRC, it is important to note that this study
does not focus on the merits of ADCIRC versus those of SLOSH; that would be an unfair
comparison as the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario hazard results are a simplified,
less exact version of SLOSH. In 2014, SLOSH simulations were compared with 341
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observations to determine SLOSH’s accuracy given its 2013 enhancements. It was found
that the Root Mean Square (RMS) Error of the simulations was 1.5 feet and that 71% of
the compared data had a relative error under 20% (Forbes et al., 2014). In one thesis
comparing the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario produced hazard to the pure SLOSH
model produced hazard for Hurricane Sandy, it was found that the Level 1 Hazus-MH
Surge Scenario predictions were overall less reliable and more inconsistent than those of
SLOSH; the Hazus-MH results over predicted in some areas and under predicted in
others (Katehis, 2015). Differences caused by Hazus-MH storm surge error could have
large effects on the overall consequence results; a 0.5 meters (1.64 feet) difference in
flood inundation levels can result in a factor of 1.35-1.44 difference in damage estimates
(de Moel & Aerts, 2011).
The resolution of the surge hazard produced by the Level Hazus-MH Surge
Scenario is based on the resolution the SLOSH basins (D. Bausch, in personal
conversation, May 11, 2021). The Level 1 Hazus-MH surge elevation prediction rasters
for both the Urban and Rural Site had a 0.003 degree cell size, indicating a resolution of
300 meters or 984 feet. In the Hazus-MH Flood Model, a Digital Elevation Model (DEM),
usually provided by USGS through a partnership with Hazus-MH, is subtracted from the
Hazus-MH predicted surge elevation. The resulting raster is the surge inundation and is
the Level 1 Hazus-MH surge prediction used in this study, The cell size of the Level 1
Hazus-MH surge prediction matches the cell size of the DEM – 9 meters or 29.5 feet in
this study. It would be disingenuous to say the Level 1 Hazus-MH surge inundation raster
has a 9 meter (29.5 feet) resolution as it is based on data of a much coarser resolution.
However, it would be an easy mistake for a Hazus-MH user to make since the only surge
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hazard shown on the Hazus-MH Flood Model interface is the inundation raster with a 9
meter (29.5feet) cell size.

Figure 7. SLOSH Model Basins. Note their conic grid shape. The shape allows for smaller
grid sizes at the focus of the cone that fan out into larger grids (National Hurricane Center
and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, n.d.).
The Level 1 Hazus-MH predicted surge also includes water over waterbodies. The
over-water predictions, combined with the coarse data resolution and irregular census
block area, can cause a leaking effect (Figure 8). This means that the water within the
water body gets applied to dry areas, causing an error in the consequence assessment,
as well as a misrepresentation in the visualization. The coarse data could also extend
further than the water body location, exacerbating the error.
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Figure 8. Example of Leaking Error within Hazus-MH. Note that small sections of the
census block (multicolor layer) overlap with the surge prediction over the waterbody. Due
to the Hazus-MH consequence methodology, this “flooding” gets applied to the entire
block. Each non-blue color represents a block. Note the yellow, green, and pink blocks,
which overlap with the water body in one section and then cover another space as well.
If the user chooses not to use the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario, the User
Input Tool (Figure 9) in Hazus-MH allows the user to upload an externally produced
hazard to the Hazus-MH Flood Model. The consequence analysis using the externally
produced hazard can be completed without prior use of the Hurricane Model. To use the
tool, the externally produced hazard must represent the inundation and must be in the
geoTIFF file format.
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Figure 9. User Input Tool Work Flow. This tool allows a user to easily use an externally
produced flood hazard as long as it is a geoTIFF file depicting inundation.
Using the User Input Tool changes the assumptions with the consequence
analysis. Recall that the Hazus-MH Flood Model uses the flood zone to choose the depthdamage curve (Scawthorn, et al., 2017). In a Level One Hazus-MH Surge Scenario, the
Hazus-MH Flood Model assigns coastal flood zones: Coastal A (CA), Coastal V (CV) and
Null (N). These flood zones affect what depth-damage curves are used (Figure 10). Null
flood zone areas indicate where the census blocks would be covered by Riverine flood
zones and are ignored by the consequence mode in a Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario.
In a Level Two User Input region, the Flood Model designates every area where there is
flooding, including the Null zones, a Coastal A zone (Figure 11) (D. Bausch, personal
conversation, March 3, 2021). As a result, consequence estimates of a Level Two User
Input region are generally greater than consequence estimates of a Level One HazusMH Surge Scenario because the User Input assumptions result in a larger area that could
be affected by the hazard.
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Figure 10 Depth-Damage Functions for Single Family Homes with No Basements in the
3 Hazus-MH Flood Zones. The 1 floor functions (blue and orange) show that single story
single family homes in riverine zones experience different levels of damage for the same
flooding in coastal zones. The 2 floor functions (yellow and gray) show that two story
single family homes in riverine zones experience the same level of damage as similar
homes in coastal A zones and different levels of damage as similar homes in coastal V
zones for the same flooding.
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Figure 11. Urban Site (left) and Rural Site (right) Level 1 Hazus-MH (top) and Level 2
(bottom) Flood Zone Classifications. Since this is a coastal hazard, Hazus-MH classifies
riverine zones as Null (N) blocks. N Blocks (yellow) are not included in Level 1 damage
estimates.

2.4 ADCIRC and ASGS
In the aftermath of Katrina, stakeholders and researchers noticed that federal
surge models predicted flooding in areas that local levees had successfully protected.
The federal models only include federal levees; this caused significant errors and,
consequently, stakeholder distrust (National Hurricane Center and National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, n.d.; Hahne, 2020). Indeed, it is difficult in storm surge
modeling to find a balance between accuracy and efficiency since large oceanic areas
and fine resolution around areas within the coastline are both necessary. ADCIRC is wellregarded for finding this balance through using an unstructured triangular mesh to solve
modified Shallow Water Equations. An unstructured mesh can vary in cell size more than
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a structured grid can. This means the model can focus its computational efforts on
multiple hydraulically significant areas along and around the coast as well as include
oceanic areas, where fine resolution is not necessary. Hydraulically significant areas in
Louisiana include the continental shelf, interconnected water bodies, and infrastructure
such as flood barriers and roads (Westerink, et al., 2008; Cobell, et al., 2013).
ASGS was created in 2006 to automate ADCIRC runs to provide storm simulation
surge conditions in real-time for the United States Army Corp of Engineers to decide
whether to close the post-Katrina Lake Pontchartrain flood gates during hurricane events
(Fleming et al., 2008; Twilley et al., 2014). It does this by monitoring and taking in the
meteorology data when it becomes available and then, formatting that data to be used in
the ADCIRC model (Dietrich et al., 2013; Twilley et al., 2014).
When the NHC publishes an advisory, it includes two tracks: a hindcast and a
forecast. The hindcast shows the track the storm has followed, and the forecast has a
main track, called the consensus track, that is surrounded by a cone of uncertainty that
represents where the hurricane is expected to go. At the time of the advisory’s publishing,
there are no nowcast, the current storm state, which are necessary for the simulation,
and the forecast wind field parameters are not yet of a high enough resolution. ASGS
uses an embedded parametric wind model to supplement this information so that the
ADCIRC simulations can begin as soon as possible (Fleming et al., 2008; Dietrich et al.;
2013). With each advisory, the hindcast portion gets longer. To avoid having to use
computational resources to run the hindcast over each time, ASGS uses what is called a
Hot Start Method. This means that ADCIRC saves the state of the nowcast into a hot start
file. When the next advisory comes in, the only part of the hindcast that needs to be
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included in the simulation is the portion that connects the previous nowcast to the current
(Fleming et al., 2008). From there, the forecasts simulations can be run. Any uncertainty
associated with the NHC forecast presents in the storm surge forecasts (Fleming et al.,
2008; Delorme et al., 2020). For this reason, ASGS uses the common ensemble
approach, meaning that it uses numerous variations in track and intensity based on five
forecast alternatives. The storms in the ensemble are (1) the NHC consensus track, (2)
the consensus track with 20% higher maximum wind speed, (3) the consensus track with
20% slower forward speed, (4) the veer right storm which uses a track on the right edge
of the cone of uncertainty, and (5) the veer left storm which uses a track on the left edge
of the cone of uncertainty (Fleming et al., 2008). Following the storm, ASGS runs a full
hindcast simulation based on the NHC provided best track (Dietrich et al., 2013).
The resolution and accuracy of the mesh used in an ADCIRC or ASGS run
determines the level of use and accuracy of the provided predictions. One study from the
University of Texas outlines the differences between a large-scale coarse mesh, referred
to as the East Coast mesh, and a mesh that covers a similar area but has a much finer
resolution along the Louisiana coast, referred to as the Southern Louisiana mesh. The
East Coast mesh (EC95d) covers the western North Atlantic Ocean, Caribbean Sea, and
Gulf of Mexico, and the mesh is useful for fast forecasts when a storm is far from hitting
a coastline. The Southern Louisiana (SL16v31) mesh covers the Louisiana coastline and
floodplains in addition to the areas covered by EC95d. The Southern Louisiana mesh is
finer in resolution with about 160 times more elements than the East Coast mesh and,
therefore, requires greater computational efforts. The study found that the East Coast
mesh produced reasonable prediction for guidance in open waters and that a finer
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resolution mesh such as the Southern Louisiana mesh should be used in coastal flooding
guidance projects such as this study (Dietrich et al., 2013). In 2012, the Coastal Protection
and Restoration Agency (CPRA) funded a version of the same Southern Louisiana Mesh,
now SL18, to reduce the computational overhead. This CPRA2012 mesh covers a smaller
oceanic area and has a coarser resolution in the areas with mild gradients. The fine
resolution, as fine as 15 meters, of SL18 was maintained in areas with deeper channels
and levees (Figure 12; Cobell et al., 2013). The CPRA mesh is the base of what is
currently used in ASGS. Topography and bathymetry change in Louisiana due to its
dynamic coastline. These changes, along with infrastructure changes new levees and
roadways, need to be reflected in the mesh through frequent updates to keep the level of
accuracy, as well as to keep stakeholder trust (Westerink et al., 2008; Delorme et al.,
2020). The CPRA mesh is updated through a partnership between Louisiana State
University’s Center for Coastal Resiliency (LSU CCR) and CPRA (Perrodin, 2018).CPRA
continuously collects the data and shares it with LSU so that CCR can update the mesh
(Perrodin, 2018; Hahne, 2020). The mesh used in ASGS during the 2020 hurricane
season is called LAv20 mesh.
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Figure 12. ADCIRC Southern Louisiana Mesh and 2012 CPRA Mesh. These two meshes
focus resolution on specific features such as waterways and barriers. The difference
between the Southern Louisiana and CPRA masks are the resolution of the areas
surrounding those focus areas. (Cobell et al., 2013).

2.5 CERA
The surge predictions provided by ADCIRC and ASGS must be easily and reliably
communicated to end-users such as the scientific community, emergency managers, and
decision makers (Fleming et al. 2008). CERA has been designed and updated with the
needs and feedback of these stakeholders in mind to use a robust workflow to postprocess the ASGS results (Twilley et al., 2014). The result is a web-mapper with real-time
weather conditions, as well as an archive of previous predictions associated with NHC-
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ASGS forecasts and hindcasts. Users can compare these predictions with various USGS,
NOAA, Army Corp, and NHC sensor observations (Twilley 2014; Delorme et al., 2020).
This type of visualization is useful to stakeholders in the time leading up to
hurricane landfall, as well as in day-to-day activities (Morrow et al., 2015; Kuser Olsen et
al., 2018; Delorme et al., 2020). CERA uses a multi-color scale to depict water inundation
and elevation, and clearly states the difference between the two; inundation in water
height above ground and elevation is water height above a datum. These two factors
were found to be important in emergency surge visualization by emergency managers
(Morrow et al., 2015). Stakeholders trust ASGS and CERA to produce and visualize the
surge predictions in a timely manner to guide their decisions such as closing/opening
flood gates and accurately placing resources. This trust is based on past storms matching
the storm observations well and the noticeable use of state infrastructure in the ADCIRC
mesh (Sanders et al., 2019; Delorme et al., 2020). It was also noted that a concern among
CERA users is having visualization for only the consensus track available (Delorme et al.,
2020). In the 2020 hurricane season, CERA began visualizing the ASGS simulations for
veer right storm tracks, veer left storm tracks, and wind speed variation (±20%, ±10%)
storm tracks for some advisories (Hahne, 2020; CERA website). (Center for Computation
and Technology & Louisiana Sea Grant, Louisiana State University, 2021)
2.6 GeoTIFF Development
Partnering with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Coastal Resilience
Center (CRC) of Excellence, the CERA development team expanded its use to provide
post disaster impact analysis to planners for the purpose of reducing repetitive loss
(Twilley R. , 2016). To do so, CERA developers have worked closely with Hazus-MH
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Flood developers to develop an output, in the form of an inundation geoTIFF, that can be
easily used in Hazus-MH. The ASGS-CERA geoTIFF uses ASGS results that have been
post-processed for CERA. This post-processing includes the CERA waterbody mask.
This mask has been developed over many years by CERA lead developer Carola Kaiser
using the USGS landcover dataset and post-storm feedback to apply to the CERA
inundation visualization to remove confusing over-water results. In an inundation file,
these over-water results include the full depth of the water body, which can cause a user,
not familiar with the area, to assume extreme flooding opposed to the reality – a water
body with potentially higher than usual depths. This mask, applied to the ASGS-CERA
geoTIFF, should help to prevent the leaking error described in Section 2.3. Another
method used to remove water bodies commonly used by ADCIRC experts is to use an
equation that uses a depth boundary to remove water bodies (B. Blanton, in personal
conversation, June 16, 2020).
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Study Sites
Two hurricanes, Isaac and Laura, that made landfall in southeast and southwest
Louisiana, respectively, were chosen to test the ability of the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF to
improve the Hazus-MH consequence analysis results for storm surges. In all Hazus-MH
regions discussed in this section, the consequence calculations were done at the census
block level and were aggregated to the parish level.
Hurricane Isaac made landfall in the urban Greater New Orleans Area and
provided extended areas of surge. The Urban Site is made up of Jefferson, Orleans,
Plaquemines, St. Bernard, St. Charles, St. John the Baptist, St. Tammany, and
Tangipahoa Parishes because the NHC report indicated these parishes suffered the
greatest surge inundation levels (Berg, 2013).
Hurricane Laura made landfall in rural parishes during the time of this thesis research
providing an opportunity to perform real-time Hazus-MH runs that were completed by this
group partnered with the Hazus-MH team. In the days leading up to Laura’s landfall, the
Hazus-MH regions were very large, covering parishes and counties all along the
Louisiana and Texas coastline. In the days following the event, the Hazus-MH team chose
to focus on Acadia, Calcasieu, Cameron, Iberia, Jefferson Davis, St. Mary, Terrebone,
and Vermillion Parishes. These are the parishes used in Rural Site of this study.
3.2. Hazus-MH Runs
There are three defined types of Hazus-MH regions used in this study: Level 1
Hazus-MH Surge Scenario (Level 1 Hazus-MH), Level 2 ASGS-CERA Coastal User Input
Scenario (Level 2 ASGS-CERA), and Level 2 Hazus-MH Coastal User Input Scenario
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(Level 2 Hazus-MH). The first two scenarios were chosen to determine how a Hazus-MH
consequence analysis using the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF would differ from the default
surge methodology (Level 1 Hazus-MH vs. Level 2 ASGS-CERA). The third scenario
(Level 2 Hazus-MH) was added to determine how consequence estimates of a HazusMH region would differ using the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF would differ from a region using
the Level 1 Hazus-MH produced surge under the same User Input assumptions (Level 2
Hazus-MH vs. Level 2 ASGS). These processes and comparisons are described in this
chapter, as well as in Table 1 and Figures 14 and 15.
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Table 1. Region Types and Descriptions. The region types are described with a brief
overview of their process and inputs to define the terminology used to describe each step
of the experimental design.
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Figure 13. Methodology Flow Chart to describe the workflow of the three region types
used. Level 1 (left) is the default surge hazard methodology that uses an internally
produced hazard in the consequence analysis. The User Input tool, used in Level 2
Hazus-MH (middle) and Level 2 ASGS-CERA (right), allows the use of an external hazard
in the consequence analysis. While the steps within the Flood Model are similar, the Level
1 region uses different flood zone assumptions in the consequence analysis.
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Figure 14. Comparison Chart. The predicted surges, Level 1 Hazus-MH and ASGSCERA, were compared to each other and to HWM in select areas. In Isaac, the
consequence estimates were compared to each other at the parish and census block
level and to reported losses at the parish level. In Laura, the consequence estimates were
compared to each other at the parish and census block level.
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The detailed directions to use the Hazus-MH Surge Scenario model are available
in both the Hazus-MH Hurricane and Hazus-MH Flood user manuals (FEMA, 2018). This
method requires that a user creates a region that can be used in both the Hurricane and
Flood Models. After the region is created, the user must open the region in the Hurricane
Model first. In the Hurricane Model, the user can use a Hazus-MH historic hurricane wind
hazard, a manually inputted hurricane hazard, or an archived Hurrevac provided
hurricane wind hazard. Hurrevac is a tool available to disaster management government
officials that uses the most up to date track available to produce evacuation guidance.
For this reason, the wind hazards supplied by Hurrevac is made from most recent NHC
advisory pre-landfall. The Hurrevac hurricane wind hazard was chosen for both storms
as that is what was available, and what is likely available in the days following a storm.
After Hazus-MH computes the consequences, the user can switch to the flood model. In
the flood model, the user inputs a DEM. The user can either provide this DEM or, if the
user has an internet connection, can download it from the USGS website within the
Hazus-MH model. If the user chooses this second option, the Hazus-MH model selects
the DEMs necessary to cover the extent of the region. From there, the user must
download those DEMs, which are automatically mosaiced together by the Hazus-MH
Flood Model. Then, the user uploads the mosaiced DEM as a map layer in the study
region. The Hazus-MH Flood Model computes the surge hazard using the simplified
SLOSH model and the topography and bathymetry information from the DEM. The
workflow for this region type is visualized in Figure 16.
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Figure 15. Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario (Level 1 Hazus-MH) Workflow. This
approach uses both the Hurricane and Flood Models to create the Level 1 Hazus-MH that
is used in the Flood Model consequence analysis to produce the Level 1 Hazus-MH
Consequence Estimate.
In the User Input Tool, the user can upload any flood inundation raster from any
file in their computer. The User Input Tool makes necessary edits, such as reprojecting
the raster, and saves the edited raster to the Hazus-MH data files. From here, the tool
prompts the user to import the edited raster as a layer in region map. This tool is used in
the Level 2 ASGS-CERA Coastal User Input Scenario regions. For the Urban Site, the
Hurricane Isaac raster was provided directly by Carola Kaiser, LSU IT (Information
Technology) Consultant and CERA developer, and depicts the 2017 Hindcast of
Hurricane Isaac. This hindcast, as opposed to the 2012 Hindcast, was used because the
mesh used in the 2017 Hindcast, the 2017 version of LAv20a was preferred over the 2012
version. The 2012 mesh did not include Orleans Parish under the assumption that a
protected area would not flood. Orleans Parish was included in the 2017 mesh update.
For the Rural Site, the Hurricane Laura ASGS-CERA raster was downloaded from the
CERA website and depicts the 2020 Hindcast that used the LAv20a. The process to
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download a raster from CERA and upload it into Hazus-MH for Flood Model run is
described in Appendix B and the workflow is visualized in Figure 17. Hindcasts were used
in this method simply because that is what is available on the CERA website at this time.

Figure 16. Level 2 ASGS-CERA Coastal User Input Scenario (Level 2 ASGS-CERA)
Workflow. This is the process to use the ASGS-CERA GeoTIFF in the Hazus-MH Flood
Model. It requires that the user chooses the coastal hazard type and uses the User Input
Tool.
The same region type, Level 2 Coastal User Input Scenario, was created using the
Level Hazus-MH produced surge inundation hazard as the external input file. To do this,
the Level 1 Hazus-MH surge was exported from the Level 1 region and saved to the
computer hard drive. Then, the same steps followed for the Level 2 ASGS-CERA region
were repeated using the exported Level 1 Hazus-MH created surge as the external input.
The result is a region with the same hazard as the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario
under the same assumptions as the Level 2 ASGS-CERA Coastal User Input Scenario
(Figure 18).
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Figure 17. Level 2 Hazus-MH Coastal User Input Scenario (Level 2 Hazus-MH) Workflow.
This region type was used to create consequence estimates based off the Level 1 HazusMH Surge that used the same assumptions as the Level 2 ASGS-CERA region.
After the hazard is uploaded or computed, the steps to use the consequence
analysis are the same for all three region types. The user can start the consequence
analysis choosing from a list of consequences (building, agricultural, etc.) to compute. In
this study, the consequence estimates reported are direct building damage using full
replacement costs. Depreciated replacement costs are available for use, but they are
based on arbitrary assumptions that were not validated for a coastal environment
(Fischbach, et al., 2012) (FEMA, 2018).
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3.3. Urban Site: Surge and Consequence Comparisons
The Hurricane Isaac inundation levels and inundation extents of the Level 1 HazusMH surge prediction and the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF were first compared to each other at
the site level. This comparison was done by visually determining where the flood extents
overlapped and where they differed by superimposing the rasters depicting the surges in
Esri ArcMap. Where the Level 1 Hazus-MH surge overlapped with the ASGS-CERA
surge, the differences (Level 1 Hazus-MH – ASGS-CERA) was found. Note, the same
surge is used in the Level 1 and Level 2 Hazus-MH region; therefore, only the Level 1
Hazus-MH Surge vs. ASGS-CERA geoTIFF is necessary.
Consequences were mapped at the census block level and aggregated for
analysis at the parish level. This made it possible to discern which areas were contributing
to the largest differences between the ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH consequence
estimate results. First, the consequences estimates were compared for each parish in the
site and for the site totals: Level 1 Hazus-MH vs. ASGS-CERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH
ASGS-CERA. This was done using the consequence estimates in the given dollar value.
It was determined how much of the damage loss each parish was contributing to each of
the consequence results, in percent of total, and then, it was determined which parishes
had the highest differences in the Hazus-MH and ASGS-CERA results. After determining
which parishes to concentrate on, an area in each parish that the map showed
consistently high differences was chosen as areas of interest.
In these areas of interest, the differences in the surge levels and extents (Level 1
Hazus-MH vs. the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF) were more closely examined to understand
why the large consequence differences occurred. The surge levels were spatially
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averaged over the census blocks. These census block surge values were sampled and
compared to the Hurricane Isaac high water mark observations, if available, provided by
the USGS Flood Event Viewer (Isaac Aug 2012) to see which hazard, Level 1 Hazus-MH
or the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF, more closely matched the event observations. The losses
(Level 1 Hazus-MH, Level 2 ASGS-CERA, and within these sampled census blocks were
also compared.
For Hurricane Isaac, observed surge related property damage data was available
at the parish level through the NOAA storm events database (Storm Events Database,
2012). This data was used to compare to the Level 1 Hazus-MH, Level 2 Hazus-MH and
Level 2 ASGS-CERA consequence estimates. The data did not include its collection
process, and for that reason, it is unknown if this data represents insured and/or uninsured
losses or depreciated or full replacement values. The data seems to match most closely
with the NHC reported insured losses. Because of the uncertainty surrounding the
observed data and the other model components of Hazus-MH, depth-damage curves,
and inventory data, it was decided to focus on how the predicted and observed damages
compare in the distribution of damage by parish (Parish percent of Total Loss). The result
is the understanding of how the Hazus-MH model predicts where problem areas are, not
how accurate the raw consequence data is. The percent difference between the reported
losses and predicted losses were also found for both the dollar damage and the
distribution of the damage. The percent difference in found using the following equation:

% 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 =

|𝐸1 −𝐸2 |
1
(𝐸 +𝐸2 )
2 1

…………………………………………………………….Equation 2

Where E denotes the observations being compared (Glen, 2016).
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3.4 Rural Site Surge and Consequence Comparisons
The Hurricane Laura Rural Site comparisons started off much the same as the
Urban Site comparisons – the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge and ASGS-CERA geoTIFF
differences were computed and mapped the same way. Additionally, Hurricane Laura
high-water mark observations were retrieved from the USGS Flood Event Viewer to be
compared to the predicted surge values (TS Marco Hurricane Laura 2020). However, the
high-water mark observations for this storm were not as extensive as those from
Hurricane Isaac; Cameron Parish was the only parish in the region that had multiple highwater mark observations. For this reason, the areas of interest for the Rural Site are in
Cameron Parish alone. These areas of interests are where multiple high-water marks
coincided with clusters of census blocks with, relative to the rest of the parish, high
differences between Level 1 Hazus-MH consequence estimates, the Level 2 ASGSCERA estimates, and the Level 2 Hazus-MH consequence estimates. Calculations
regarding loss distributions by parish and differences in those distributions remained the
same.
3.5 Site Comparisons
In this section, the differences between the surge predictions for Urban Site were
examined with those of Rural Site to determine in which site there are larger differences.
This was done qualitatively with the GIS maps, as well as quantitatively with the summary
statistics (maximum, minimum, mean) provided within the geoTIFFs. The differences in
consequences were also examined. This was done by, first, finding the percent difference
between the consequence estimates (Level 1 Hazus-MH vs. ASGS-CERA; Level 2
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Hazus-MH vs. ASGS-CERA) in each parish and for the total sites. The percent difference
was found for the direct damage values.
Since the ASGS mesh can vary in resolution, GIS calculations were done to
understand how that resolution changes parish to parish. To do so, maximum inundation
shapefiles were downloaded from the CERA website for the storms (Center for
Computation and Technology & Louisiana Sea Grant, Louisiana State University, 2020)
(Center for Computation and Technology & Louisiana Sea Grant, Louisiana State
University, 2017). These points correspond to where the mesh has elements. The points
were counted in each census tract and divided by the area of the census tract. The result
is a value for each census block: the points per square kilometer. This was aggregated
to the parish level to show the level of resolution that can be expected in each parish.
These values were compared with the surge and consequence differences to see if this
is a correlation between large differences based on the ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH
predictions and mesh resolution.
The parishes also vary in the level in which they are developed. This is important
to consider since previous research has shown that Hazus-MH consequence analysis
assumptions fit developed, urban areas better than undeveloped, rural ones due to the
generally smaller census block areas in urban areas (Tate et al., 2015). Since census
block area is a measure of the resolution at which Hazus-MH consequence estimates are
calculated, the average census block size in the parishes were recorded and compared
with the consequence differences to see if there may be a correlation between large
consequence differences and Hazus-MH consequence estimate resolution.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS
4.1 Urban Site Hazus-MH Runs
To compute damages for the ASGS-CERA raster, one Hazus-MH Coastal Flood
Model study region composed of the eight focus parishes was required. It took 28 minutes
in processing time for Hazus-MH to import, reproject, and overlay the data, determine the
effected census blocks, and compute the building loss damage. The Combined Wind and
Flood regions are much larger than Flood only regions. For this reason, a region large
enough to cover the whole study site could not be created and four separate Hazus-MH
study regions were required. This means that the wind hazard had to be processed four
separate times. The processing times within the flood model for the four study regions
together were just over 15 hours. When the Level 2 Hazus-MH Analysis was done, the
processing time was just over 1 hour to import, reproject, and overlay the data, determine
the effected census blocks, and compute the building loss damage. Preliminary results
indicated that computer speed and memory allowances can affect Hazus-MH
computational times; however, the computer used had well over the RAM abilities
required for Hazus-MH and always had more disk space than Hazus-MH recommended
space for study regions of this size.
4.2 Urban Site Surge and Consequence Comparisons
Figure 19 shows the surge inundated areas predicted by the ASGS-CERA
geoTIFF and the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario. The ASGS-CERA geoTIFF has a
cell size of 50 meters; the data it represents varies and is discussed in the Site
Comparisons section of this chapter. The Hazus-MH surge depth grid gets its cell size
from the DEM chosen or provided by the user, not from the surge model. Since this study
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used a 9 meter DEM, the Hazus-MH hazard raster has a cell size of 9 meters. Despite
the cells of the ASGS-CERA raster being larger, the predicted surge appears to be more
refined than that of the Hazus-MH raster. ASGS-CERA has clean edges, while the HazusMH raster has coarse edges ending in rectangular shapes. The Hazus-MH also extends
over existing water bodies, whereas ASGS-CERA does not. These differences could be
attributed to the ASGS-CERA water body mask, which cleanly cuts those water bodies
out through the masking process.
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Figure 18. Urban Site Predicted Surges (ft). The top image is the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF
surge and the bottom image is the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge.
Figure 20 shows the differences in extents, as well as the difference in inundation
levels. The purple area in the top image depicts the area in which ASGS-CERA and
Hazus-MH both predict flooding. In the same image, the blue shows the area where only
ASGS-CERA predicts flooding, and the red shows the area where only Hazus-MH
predicts flooding. The red area is mostly over water, except for the areas surrounding
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some waterways in the New Orleans area and the area east of Slidell where Hazus-MH
extends further than ASGS-CERA. The blue area shows that ASGS-CERA is predicting
flooding not captured in the Hazus-MH prediction, such as the area south and east of the
Mississippi River, and areas where the extent of ASGS-CERA predicted inundation goes
further inland than that of Hazus-MH in the Slidell and Laplace area.
In the bottom image of Figure 20, the difference in inundation levels where the two
rasters overlap is shown. In the blue gradient portions, the inundation level of ASGSCERA is higher than that of Hazus-MH. The opposite is true in the red gradient portions.
It can be seen that ASGS-CERA predicts higher inundation values than Hazus-MH in
most areas. This is supported by Table 1. Although, Hazus-MH has a higher maximum
inundation value than ASGS-CERA, ASGS-CERA has a greater mean by a little more
than 1.5 feet. This can also be seen in the Difference column. The column was found by
subtracting ASGS-CERA inundation from the Hazus-MH inundation values where the
flood extent overlaps; a positive value shows that the inundation of Hazus-MH is a greater
value than that of ASGS-CERA. The results show that, where both rasters predict
flooding, the ASGS-CERA prediction is greater than the Hazus-MH inundation prediction
by an average of 1.91 feet.
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Figure 19. Urban Site Flood Extents. The top image shows the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF
and Level 1 Hazus-MH surge extents and where they overlap. The bottom image shows
the difference in inundation where they overlap.
Despite ASGS-CERA predicting generally higher surges, Hazus-MH predicted
much higher loss values. The predicted losses for the ASGS-CERA raster were $2.47
billion in building losses for the region. Combining those losses with building contents and
inventories, the total losses were estimated to be $6.75 billion. The predicted losses for
the Level 1 Hazus-MH region were $3.05 billion in building losses and $9.91 billion in total
losses. For the Level 2 Hazus-MH region, the predicted losses were even larger - $3.96
billion in building and $12.31 billion in total losses.
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Table 2. Surge Difference Statistics for the Urban Site

Minimum
Maximum
Average

Hurricane Isaac Inundation Prediction Statistics
ASGSHazus-MH
Difference =Hazus-MH – ASGSCERA
Inundation
CERA
Inundation
(feet)
(feet)
(feet)
0
0
-16.6
17.5
23.6
13.2
7.67
6.13
-1.91

Figures 21 and 22 show how these losses, building and total, are broken up by
parish. It can be seen that both Hazus-MH analyses predict more losses than ASGSCERA in Jefferson, Orleans, and Plaquemines. These are the parishes effected by the
flooding in the areas surrounding channels where Hazus-MH predicted flooding, not
predicted in by ASGS-CERA. The losses associated with the ASGS-CERA raster were
higher in St. Charles, St. John the Baptist, St. Tammany, and Tangipahoa. This is most
likely due to a difference in extent and flood levels. St. Bernard Parish is the only parish
in which Hazus-MH predicts less damages than ASGS-CERA in Level 1 Hazus-MH, but
more than ASGS-CERA in Level 2 Hazus-MH. This means the Level 1 zone assumptions
had enough impact in St. Bernard Parish to affect the results.

ASGS-CERA loss

predictions are highest in St. John the Baptist and St. Tammany Parishes. These parishes
include areas where the extent of ASGS-CERA went further inland and predicted
inundation levels up to 8 feet in St. John the Baptist and 11 feet in St. Tammany higher
than Hazus-MH where they overlapped. The losses are visualized via Total Loss per
Census Block maps in Figure 23.
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Figure 20. Hurricane Isaac (Urban Site) Predicted Building Loss per Parish ($)

Figure 21. Hurricane Isaac (Urban Site) Predicted Total Loss per Parish ($)
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Figure 22 Map of The Urban Site Predicted Total Damages per Census Block ($1000)
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Although user inputted data was used in the ASGS-CERA region, it is best to
assume that the results are within the accuracy of a Level 1 analysis since the inventory
data was not corrected at all. For this reason, the predicted loss values are not expected
to be exact values. Instead, they should give an idea of how the damage is distributed
within a region. Figure 24 shows how the damages are distributed among the parishes
within the Urban Site. Again for the ASGS-CERA results, St. Tammany and St. John the
Baptist contribute a majority of the loss – almost 67% when the two are combined. The
Hazus-MH results tell quite a different story about how the damages are distributed within
the parishes. In both Hazus-MH raster damages, Orleans Parish has building damages
that are over half of the total building damages for The Urban Site. In the damages
calculated using the ASGS-CERA raster, Orleans Parish damages make up only 3.9% of
the total damages. Furthermore, the parishes that contributed the most to the ASGSCERA based damages are barely visible in the Hazus-MH damages. St. Tammany,
41.9% of the ASGS-CERA damages, has 7.19% of the Level 1 Hazus-MH and 3.86 % of
the Level 2 Hazus-MH damages. St. John the Baptist, 25.1% of the ASGS-CERA
damages, has less than 1% of both the Hazus-MH damages.
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Figure 23 Hurricane Isaac (Urban Site) Predicted Building Damages (% of Summed
Loss)
For the entire Urban Site, the Hazus-MH based damage were $3.16 billion more
than the ASGS-CERA in total losses and $550 million more in building losses, but these
differences vary between the parishes. To determine which parishes ASGS-CERA and
Hazus-MH losses differ from each the most, the absolute values of the differences are
shown in Figures 25 and 26. Each wedge represents what percent of the summed
absolute values of the parish differences a given parish contributes. Based on these
charts, Jefferson, Orleans, and St. Tammany and St. John the Baptist Parishes contain
the areas in The Urban Site where ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH based losses differ the
most from each other. Figures 27 and 28 visualizes the differences at the census block
level. In this map, the shaded regions are the parishes which contain the large damages.
The green-blue gradient represents which census blocks the ASGS-CERA raster has
caused more damages; light green represents the smallest of those damage differences,
and dark blue represents the largest. The yellow-red gradient represents which census
blocks the Hazus-MH produced flood caused more damages; yellow represents the
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smallest of those damage differences, and dark red represents the largest. In each of the
shaded parishes, there are clusters of census blocks that are either mostly blue or mostly
red. They are the interest areas for The Urban Site and are circled in Figures 27 and 28.
In each of these areas, there are five points sampling the ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH
predicted surge inundation levels and the associated damages as well as the High-Water
Mark (HWM) observed surge inundation levels if available.

*
Figure 24. Urban Site Pie Chart of Difference between ASGS-CERA and Level 1 HazusMH Building Loss
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Figure 25. Urban Site Pie Chart of Difference between ASGS-CERA and Level 2 HazusMH Building Loss
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Figure 26. Map of Urban Site Areas of Interest and Level 2 ASGS-CERA and Level 1
Hazus-MH Total Loss Difference per Census Block. The circled clusters of loss indicate
the areas of interest. These areas were chosen because they contribute large losses that
result in large differences between Level 2 ASGS-CERA and Level 1 Hazus-MH
consequence estimates.
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Figure 27 Map of Urban Site Areas of Interest and ASGS-CERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH
Total Loss Difference per Census Block. The circled clusters of loss indicate the areas of
interest. These areas were chosen because they contribute large losses that result in
large differences between Level 2 ASGS-CERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH consequence
estimates.
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The first of the four interest areas is in Slidell in St. Tammany Parish. Figure 30
shows (a) the close up of the extents (top image) and the damage differences (bottom
images) with the census blocks used as samples marked. Instead of using their census
designated number, they have been reassigned to the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 for
legibility. In this area, ASGS-CERA is predicting flood extents outside of the Hazus-MH
extent. This is primarily where the large differences are happening. Figure 31 shows the
census block averaged surge inundation values predicted by ASGS-CERA and HazusMH compared with the HWM values available in the same census block. In this chart, the
ASGS-CERA raster predicts values that are generally closer to the observed surge levels
than the Hazus-MH predicted water levels. ASGS-CERA overpredicts by as much as 2.67
feet (Census Block 5) and underpredicts as much as 1.2 feet (Census Block 2). On
average, ASGS-CERA overpredicts by .5 ft in this sample. The Hazus-MH raster
underpredicts by 5.08 at most and 3.59 feet on average.
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Figure 28. Urban Site St. Tammany Parish Area of Interest Maps. The image shows the
extent differences in this area, while the bottom images show the differences in
consequence estimates: Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs Level 1 Hazus-MH (left) and Level 2
ASGS-CERA vs Level 2 Hazus-MH (right). The number lables represent the local of the
sampled census blocks and circle lables represent the location of the sampled HWM.
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Figure 29. St. Tammany Parish Area of Interest Sampled Predicted and Observed
Inundation (ft) (Isaac Aug 2012). The blue (ASGS-CERA) and red (Level 1 Hazus-MH)
represent the inundation level in these hazards averaged over the census block area. The
yellow represents the inundation observed by the HWM. The census block numbers
correspond with the locations shown in Figure 29.
Figure 31 the predicted losses associated with the simulated inundation values.
The Level 1 and Level 2 Hazus-MH analyses predicted very similar values for all blocks.
The two census blocks with the largest difference in loss predictions between ASGSCERA and the Hazus-MH analyses were Census Block 1 and Census Block 3. In each
of these two census blocks, the ASGS-CERA based losses are more than $20 million
more than the Hazus-MH based losses resulting from ASGS-CERA inundation levels
being more than 4 feet higher than those of Hazus-MH. In these two blocks, the ASGSCERA predictions were within 0.5 feet of the observed HWM. Census Block 5 was the
only census block in which Hazus-MH predicted value was closer to the HWM than the
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ASGS-CERA prediction. In this block, the damage estimates were about $4.5 million
higher in the ASGS-CERA prediction than the Hazus-MH predictions. The blocks where
there were less than 4 feet in surge prediction differences had less than $1 million in
damage differences.

Figure 30. St. Tammany Parish Area of Interest Census Block Damage Estimates. This
chart shows the Level 2 ASGS-CERA (blue circle ), Level 1 Hazus-MH (red triangle), and
Level 2 Hazus-MH (orange diamond) conseequence estimate results for the sampled
census blocks (Figure 29).
The second interest area was in Laplace in St. John the Baptist Parish. This area
is of concern because it contributed 16% of the summed damage differences when
comparing ASGS-CERA with Level 1 Hazus-MH and 13% when comparing ASGS-CERA
with Hazus-MH Level2. It should also be noted that the flooding predicted by ASGS and
visualized through CERA during Hurricane Isaac in this area is regarded as one of
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CERA’s first success stories; ASGS was the only model to predict the flooding in this area
that affected about 3,000 people. The close up of the extents and damages per census
block are available in Figure 32. As with the previous interest area, this area is an example
of ASGS-CERA predicting surge at higher inundation levels for a larger extent.
Figure 33 displays the census block averaged predicted surge inundation values
with the observed HWM inundation values. In this region, all of the observed values are
consistently larger than all predicted values, but they are closer to the ASGS-CERA
values than the Hazus-MH values. In fact, three of the five ASGS-CERA points are within
0.75 feet of the observed HWM, while all five of the Hazus-MH values are more than 2
feet less than the HWM. The average difference between the observed and predicted
values were 1.06 feet for ASGS-CERA and 3.57 feet for Hazus-MH. The predicted losses
associated with these census blocks are shown in Figure 34. Again, the two Hazus-MH
analyses barely differed from each other. However, the Hazus-MH differences from
ASGS-CERA range from almost $800 thousand to more than $48 million. In Census
Blocks 1, 3, and 4, these differences can be attributed to extent. However, the differences
in losses in Census Blocks 2 and 5 are from ASGS-CERA predicting 1.48 feet and 2.67
feet in inundation more than Hazus-MH.
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Figure 31. Urban Site St. John the Baptist Parish Area of Interest Maps. The image shows
the extent differences in this area, while the bottom images show the differences in
consequence estimates: Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs Level 1 Hazus-MH (left) and Level 2
ASGS-CERA vs Level 2 Hazus-MH (right). The number lables represent the local of the
sampled census blocks and circle lables represent the location of the sampled HWM.
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Figure 32. St. John the Baptist Parish Area of Interest Predicted and Observed Inundation
(ft) (Isaac Aug 2012). The blue (ASGS-CERA) and red (Level 1 Hazus-MH) represent the
inundation level in these hazards averaged over the census block area. The yellow
represents the inundation observed by the HWM. The census block numbers correspond
with the locations shown in Figure 32.
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Figure 33. Urban Site St. John the Baptist Parish Area of Interest Census Block Damage
Estimates. This chart shows the Level 2 ASGS-CERA (blue circle ), Level 1 Hazus-MH
(red triangle), and Level 2 Hazus-MH (orange diamond) conseequence estimate results
for the sampled census blocks (Figure 32).

The third interest area is in Orleans Parish in the area that surrounds the Inner
Harbor Canal. This area is an example of Hazus-MH producing a flood extent in an area
with almost no flooding predicted by ASGS-CERA. The extents and resulting damages
are displayed in Figure 35. This area is likely the cause of the huge ($1.47 billion for Level
1 and $2.31 billion for Level 2) difference observed between the building damages based
on the ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH flood predictions in this parish.
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Figure 34. Urban Site Orleans Parish Area of Interest Maps. The image shows the extent
differences in this area, while the bottom images show the differences in consequence
estimates: Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs Level 1 Hazus-MH (left) and Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs
Level 2 Hazus-MH (right). The number lables represent the local of the sampled census
blocks and circle lables represent the location of the sampled HWM.
Figure 36 shows the census block averaged predicted surge values in this area.
There were no HWM observed in this area. The NHC reported that Orleans Parish
underwent 4-8 feet of surge flooding; however, this number referred to another area of
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Orleans Parish further east in the Lake Catherine area. The NHC only reported flooding
in Orleans Parish in the unprotected areas; the area being analyzed here protected by
the Inner-Harbor Navigation Canal-Lake Borgne Surge Barrier at Lake Pontchartrain,
which was closed for this storm, and other barriers at the canal and river (USACE, 2012).
Based on this information, the sampled census block averaged values for the ASGSCERA flood predictions were a better match with the reported observed flooding. ASGSCERA samples report no flooding except for 0.26 feet of flooding in Census Block 3, and
the Hazus-MH sampled report flooding ranging from 2.6 to 7.5 feet. Figure 37 shows the
damages predicted based on those flood predictions. Level 1 Hazus-MH and 2 were,
again, very similar to each other, but the differences between ASGS-CERA and the
Hazus-MH predictions in this interest area were very large. In Census Block 4, the HazusMH predictions are both more than $83 million, while the ASGS-CERA based prediction
is $0. The difference in inundation for this census block was only 2.6 feet. Census Blocks
3 and 5 look like their damage estimates may be close because of the scale of the vertical
axis; however, the loss differences are over $1 million in Census Block 3 and over $5
million in Census Block 5.
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Figure 35. Orleans Parish Area of Interest Predicted Inundation (ft). The blue (ASGSCERA) and red (Level 1 Hazus-MH) represent the inundation level in these hazards
averaged over the census block area. HWM are not available for this area. The census
block numbers correspond with the locations shown in Figure 35.
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Figure 36. Urban Site Orleans Parish Area of Interest Census Block Damage Estimates
This chart shows the Level 2 ASGS-CERA (blue circle ), Level 1 Hazus-MH (red triangle),
and Level 2 Hazus-MH (orange diamond) conseequence estimate results for the sampled
census blocks (Figure 35).
The final interest area of Hurricane Isaac is in Jefferson Parish in the area
surrounding the Intracoastal Waterway. This is another example of Hazus-MH predicting
large differences in damages from ASGS-CERA based almost entirely on flood extents.
The extents are shown in Figure 38 in the top image with the predicted damages in the
lower images. There are very small purple areas outlining the canal signaling a small
overlap in extent, but the rest of the area is flooding only predicted by Hazus-MH.
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Figure 37. Urban Site Jefferson Parish Area of Interest Maps The image shows the extent
differences in this area, while the bottom images show the differences in consequence
estimates: Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs Level 1 Hazus-MH (left) and Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs
Level 2 Hazus-MH (right). The number lables represent the local of the sampled census
blocks. There were no HWMs in this area.

This interest area, like the previous one, does not have any observed HWM
available. The Jefferson Parish flooding reported by the NHC was further south where the
surge models better agree. The ASGS-CERA flooding stops where there are barriers
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surrounding the area in question; the Hazus-MH flood may be a result of the Combined
Wind and Flood Model not capturing the barriers. Figure 39 shows the census block
averaged surge predictions from the sampled areas. The Hazus-MH predicted surge in
these blocks ranges from 3.49 feet to 7.40 feet, while the ASGS-CERA predicted surge
is mostly 0 feet, except for Census Block 4 at 0.204 feet. The resulting losses are shown
in Figure 40. The two highest Hazus-MH losses were Census Block 4 and 5 at $65.9
million and $88.7 million in Level 1 Hazus-MH and $66.6 million and $88.1 million in Level
2. These were also the census blocks with the highest surge values. Census Block 3 had
almost the same surge value at Census Block 4, but predicting Level 1 and Level 2 losses
of about $6 million, Census Block 3 resulted in almost $60 million less than Census Block
4 for both Level 1 and 2 analyses.
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Figure 38. Urban Site Jefferson Parish Area of Interest Predicted Inundaton (ft). The blue
(ASGS-CERA) and red (Level 1 Hazus-MH) represent the inundation level in these
hazards averaged over the census block area.There were no HWMs available in this
area. The census block numbers correspond with the locations shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 39. Jefferson Parish Area of Interest Census Block Damage Estimates. This chart
shows the Level 2 ASGS-CERA (blue circle ), Level 1 Hazus-MH (red triangle), and Level
2 Hazus-MH (orange diamond) conseequence estimate results for the sampled census
blocks (Figure 38).

Figure 41 shows the predicted building losses along with the reported surge related
property damage reported by NOAA for the full site. To remove the uncertainty associated
with both the predictions and observations, Figure 42 shows the parish percent of total
building damage for ASGS-CERA, Hazus-MH, and reported damages. Looking at the
consequence data in US dollars, the Hazus-MH Flood consequence estimates for both
ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH flooding are generally much more than the reported loss.
The total consequences predicted in Urban Site were $2.47 billion (ASGS-CERA), $3.04
billion (Level 1 Hazus-MH), and $3.97 billion (Level 2 Hazus-MH). Both of those are more
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than the NHC’s estimate for total wind, rain, and surge related losses: $2.35 billion.
However, in St. Bernard and Tangipahoa Parishes, the reported losses are more than
both the predicted losses. Additionally, the reported losses are greater than the ones
based on the Hazus-MH surge in St. John the Baptist and Tangipahoa Parishes.
Observing the percent of total ASGS-CERA building damages in each parish compared
with that of the reported surge property damage, the parishes that seem to match best
with the reported are Orleans, Jefferson, and St. Charles. The parishes with the largest
differences are Plaquemines and St. Tammany. Comparing Hazus-MH parish percent of
total building damages with the reported, the closest matching parishes are St. Charles
and St. Tammany, and the parishes with the largest differences are Jefferson and
Orleans.
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Figure 40. Hurricane Isaac Level 2 ASGS-CERA (blue) , Level 1 Hazus-MH (red), and
Level 2 Hazus-MH (orange) consequence estimate results compared with Reported
(yellow) losses. ($) (Storm Events Database, 2012).
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Hurricane Isaac Parish Percent of Summed Loss

Figure 41. Hurricane Isaac Level 2 ASGS-CERA (blue) , Level 1 Hazus-MH (red), and
Level 2 Hazus-MH (orange) parish distribution of consequence estimate results
compared with parish distributions of Reported (yellow) losses.
Figure 43 show the percent difference between the predicted losses and the
reported losses. These were calculated using the direct dollar damages. Since the
predicted losses are so much larger than the reported losses, the percent differences are
very large. 6 of the 8 parishes have one or both of the predicted losses being more than
150% different than the reported. The parishes where ASGS-CERA had smaller percent
differences from the reported were Jefferson, Orleans, Plaquemines, St. Charles, and
Tangipahoa. The parishes where both the Hazus-MH predictions has smaller percent
differences were St. John the Baptist and St. Tammany. Using the direct damage values
appears to skew the results to find that the prediction that produced the smaller damage
value “matches” the reported data better; in all of the parishes, except the two in which
the reported losses were greater than the depicted, the prediction with the lesser damage
value has a lower percent damage. Because of this and the other uncertainties, the
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percent damages for the damage distribution by parish were calculated as well (Figure
44). This figure used the parish damage percent of site total damage predicted and
reported values. In this figure, there are still very large differences. The percent difference
between both Hazus-MH and the reported parish distribution values are over 100% in 6
of the 8 parishes. In ASGS-CERA the parish distribution percent difference is greater than
100% in 4 of the parishes. In this figure, ASGS-CERA better matches the reported value
in all parishes but St. Tammany.

Figure 42. Hurricane Isaac Parish Percent Difference of ASGS-CERA, Level 1 Hazus-MH
and Level 2 Hazus-MH Consequence Estimates from Reported Damage
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Percent Difference of Parish Percent of Total Damage
Predicted vs Reported

Figure 43. Hurricane Isaac Predicted (ASGS-CERA, Level 1 Hazus-MH, and Level 2
Hazus-MH) vs. Reported Percent Difference of Parish Percent of Total Damage. This
image depicts how much the distribution of losses (% of Summed) differs between the
conseqeunce estimates and the reported losses.
4.3 Rural Site Hazus-MH Runs
To compute the damages associated with the ASGS-CERA raster for the Rural
Site, one Hazus-MH Flood study region was required. This region consisted of the eight
parishes: Acadia, Calcasieu, Cameron, Iberia, Jefferson Davis, St. Mary, Terrebone and
Vermillion. It took less than 16 minutes for the Hazus-MH model to import, reproject, and
overlay the data, determine the effected census blocks, and compute the building loss
damage. The Combined Wind and Flood Method for the Rural Site required two separate
regions to determine the loss for the eight parishes. Together, those two regions took
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over 31 hours to compute the hazard and determine the associated building loss. It took
34 minutes to process the Hazus-MH hazard and to computer the associated damages.

4.4 Rural Site Surge and Consequence Comparisons
The predicted surges are shown in Figure 45. Both have the same cell size as their
Hurricane Isaac counterparts – 50 meter cell size for ASGS-CERA and 9 meter cell size
for Hazus-MH. Again, despite Hazus-MH having a smaller cell size, the edge of the extent
is rough compared to ASGS-CERA. The Hazus-MH surge also shows flooding over inland
water bodies that CERA cuts out.
Figure 46 shows the difference in extents (top) and the difference in inundation
levels where the extents overlap (bottom). In the top image, the purple area depicts the
area where the extents overlap. In this image, blue denotes where ASGS-CERA predicts
flooding further inland than Hazus-MH and red denoted where Hazus-MH predicts
flooding further inland. There is very little blue in this image. The large amounts of red
show that Hazus-MH predicted a larger flood extent that goes further inland than ASGSCERA in most of the coast. In the bottom image, the blue gradient depicts areas where
ASGS-CERA predicts higher levels than Hazus-MH. This area is limited to along the
coastline, especially in the eastern part of the site. The rest of the image is a pink to red
gradient – meaning that Hazus-MH predicted higher levels. Looking at the statistics
shown in Table 2, Hazus-MH and ASGS-CERA have very similar maximum depths.
Hazus-MH generally predicts deeper depths - at most by 18.9 feet and on average by
about 2 feet.
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Figure 44. Rural Site Predicted Surges (ft). The top image is the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF
surge and the bottom image is the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge.
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Figure 45. Rural Site Flood Extent Comparison. The top image shows the ASGS-CERA
geoTIFF and Level 1 Hazus-MH surge extents and where they overlap. The bottom image
shows the difference in inundation where they overlap.
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Table 3. Surge Difference Statistics for The Rural Site

Minimum
Maximum
Average

ASGSCERA
Inundation
(feet)
0.00
17.8
4.73

Hazus-MH
Inundation
(feet)

Difference =Hazus-MH – ASGSCERA
(feet)

0.00
20.3
6.84

-6.52
18.9
2.07

The larger flood extent and generally higher levels of inundation are reflected in
the loss predictions. The Hazus-MH consequence analysis predicted building damages
of $561 million for the ASGS-CERA surge and $1.80 billion (Level 1) and $2.94 billion
(Level 2) for the Hazus-MH surge in the Rural Site. For the total consequence estimates,
including building, content, and inventory loss, the model predicted $1.77 billion for
ASGS-CERA and $4.84 billion (Level 1 Hazus-MH) and $7.70 billion (Level 2 Hazus-MH)
for Hazus-MH. These losses, as well as the losses at the parish level are shown in Figure
47 and 48. They are visualized at the census block level in Figure 49. The losses
associated with Hazus-MH were larger all of the parishes, except for Cameron in Level 1
Hazus-MH. In this parish, ASGS-CERA contains a small area along the coast in which it
produces deeper depths than Hazus-MH. However, since Level 2 Hazus-MH produces
larger losses than both ASGS-CERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH, the difference in ASGSCERA and Level 1 Hazus-MH likely comes from the flood zone assumption differences
in Level 1 and Level 2 analyses.
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Figure 46. Hurricane Laura (Rural Site) Building Consequence Estimates ($) for Level 2
ASGS-CERA (blue), Level 1 Hazus-MH (red), and Level 2 Hazus-MH (orange).

Figure 47. Hurricane Laura (Rural Site) Total Consequence Estimates ($) for Level 2
ASGS-CERA (blue), Level 1 Hazus-MH (red), and Level 2 Hazus-MH (orange)
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Figure 48 Map of the Rural Site Total Consequence Estimates per Census Block ($) for
Level 2 ASGS-CERA (top), Level 1 Hazus-MH (middle), and Level 2 Hazus-MH (bottom).
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Figure 50 demonstrates how the parish loss distribution varied among the three
analyses. The parishes that had the greater percentage of the ASGS-CERA loss were
Cameron (32.95%), Vermilion (30.04%), and Iberia (20.76%). These were the areas
along the coast where the ASGS-CERA surge estimations were at their largest. The
maximum surge values were 17.83 feet in Cameron, 14.56 feet in Vermilion, and 10.55
feet in Iberia. In the Hazus-MH damage estimates, Vermilion is also one of the top
contributors – 47.79% in Level 1 and 34.40% in Level 2. In Cameron Parish, the HazusMH estimates are again much lower than the ASGS-CERA at 2.55% for Level 1 and
16.49% for Level 2. In Iberia Parish, the Hazus-MH estimates were lower than ASGSCERA, but not to the same extent. In the rest of the parishes, both Hazus-MH predict
higher percentages of losses than ASGS-CERA. Of these, St. Mary and Calcasieu stand
out as they are much higher than the ASGS-CERA based predictions.

Hurricane Laura uilding Conse uence Estimates (

of Summed Total)

Figure 49. Hurricane Laura (Rural Site) Building Consequence Estimates (% of Summed
Differences). This image shows how the Level 2 ASGS-CERA, Level 1 Hazus-MH and
Level 2 Hazus-MH consequence estimates are distributed among the parishes.
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Figures 51 and 52 are pie charts based on the summed absolute values of the
differences between each parish of the Rural Site. Each wedge represents the absolute
value of the difference in building loss between ASGS-CERA and the Hazus-MH analysis,
Level 1 in Figure 51 and Level 2 in Figure 52, and what percent that difference is of the
Rural Site summed differences. When looking at the two previous charts, Vermillion
Parish losses represented a similar portion of the Rural Site building losses for ASGSCERA and Hazus-MH. However, much of the difference (35% in Level 1 and 34% in Level
2) in the consequence estimates come from this parish because Hazus-MH analyses
predicted so much more building damages than ASGS-CERA - $693 million more in Level
1 and $841 million more in Level 2. Calcasieu and St. Mary also had large wedges in
Level 1 and Level 2. In Level 2, Cameron Parish took up a similar difference percentage
as Calcasieu and St. Mary as well. These parishes are shaded in Figures 53 and 54 to
get a better look at the consequence estimates at the census block.
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Figure 50. Rural Site Pie Chart of Difference between ASGS-CERA and Level 1 HazusMH Building Loss

Figure 51. Rural Site Pie Chart of Difference between ASGS-CERA and Level 2 HazusMH Building Loss
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Figure 52. Map of the Rural Site Areas of Interest and ASGS-CERA and Level 1 HazusMH Total Loss Difference per Census Block. The circled clusters of loss indicate the areas
of interest. These areas were chosen because they contribute large losses that result in
large differences between Level 2 ASGS-CERA and Level 1 Hazus-MH consequence
estimates.
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Figure 53. Map of the Rural Site Areas of Interest and ASGS-CERA and Level 2 HazusMH Total Loss Difference per Census Block. The circled clusters of loss indicate the areas
of interest. These areas were chosen because they contribute large losses that result in
large differences between Level 2 ASGS-CERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH consequence
estimates.
Figure 53 shows the total damage differences between the ASGS-CERA and Level
1 Hazus-MH analysis, and Figure 54 shows the total damage differences between ASGSCERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH. In both, Calcasieu, St. Mary, and Vermilion Parishes are
shaded since they were the parishes with the highest damage percentages. These
parishes had little, if any, HWM observations available, so they could not be used for
areas of interest in this study. It seems the high loss differences in Vermilion Parish are
the cumulative effect of having so many census blocks effected by both predictions but
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with almost universally more severe flooding predicted by Hazus-MH. In Calcasieu
Parish, the large differences come from difference in inundation in the most developed
area within the Rural Site – Lake Charles, Louisiana. St. Mary has less clear reasons for
this large difference. ASGS-CERA actually predicted more extreme flooding in this area,
yet Hazus-MH Levels 1 and 2 predict more 10 times as much in consequence estimates.
It seems that the areas where ASGS-CERA predicted more flooding there were very few
structures, and that Hazus-MH predicted more extreme flooding in areas with higher
replacement costs.
For this site, most of the HWM available were in Cameron Parish. For this
reason, the areas of interest, circled in Figures 53 and 54, are in Cameron Parish alone.
Despite Cameron Parish having lower loss differences than the previously mentioned
parishes, it is a good example of how the surge predictions and expected damages
compare in rural areas. This parish has the largest census block sizes and smallest
population of all parishes in the Urban Site. It is also an interesting parish to look at
because it has the clearest examples of how the difference in flood zone assumptions
applied in Level 1 and Level 2 User Input analyses can affect flood related loss estimates.
The first area of interest is the stretch along the Louisiana coastline from Holly
Beach to Grand Chenier. Figure 55 shows the extents (top) and the loss differences for
the ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH analyses (Level 1, left and Level 2, right). Notice the
extents are almost the same, except that the Hazus-MH extent predicts flooding over
water bodies. The loss estimates the left comparison show that the ASGS-CERA
produced hazard was overwhelmingly higher than Hazus-MH. However, in the right
image, Level 2 Hazus-MH damage results were higher than those for the ASGS-CERA
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analysis. This discrepancy between the two Hazus-MH analyses is the result of the
different flood zone assumptions. Level 1 classified this area as an N flood zone –
meaning a zone other than a Coastal A or V. As a result, the coastal consequence
analysis did not apply a damage curve to these census blocks in Level 1. The Level 2
Hazus-MH consequence estimates are a result of using a Coastal A damage curve.
Figure 56 shows the predicted surge levels in the census blocks and the observed
HWM surge levels. In this area, ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH either predict almost the
same value or the predicted values are about the same distance from the HWM – they
have the same level of accuracy. Figure 57 shows the predicted block damage. As a
result of the zone assumptions, Level 1 Hazus-MH predicts no damages despite surge
predictions ranging from 3.14 to 17.1 feet. This zone assumption difference is largest in
Census Block 5, where both ASGS-CERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH predict losses of $24.8
million and $30.3 million as a result of an average census block flood depth of over 7.5
feet. In all the other census blocks in this area, the damage results for ASGS-CERA and
Level 2 Hazus-MH are very similar.
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Figure 54. Rural Site Coastal Area of Interest Maps. The image shows the extent
differences in this area, while the bottom images show the differences in consequence
estimates: Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs Level 1 Hazus-MH (left) and Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs
Level 2 Hazus-MH (right). The number lables represent the local of the sampled census
blocks and circle lables represent the location of the sampled HWM.
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Figure 55. Rural Site Coastal Area of Interest Predicted and Observed Inundation (ft) (TS
Marco Hurricane Laura 2020). The blue (ASGS-CERA) and red (Level 1 Hazus-MH)
represent the inundation level in these hazards averaged over the census block area. The
yellow represents the inundation observed by the HWM. The census block numbers
correspond with the locations shown in Figure 55.
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Figure 56. Rural Site Coastal Area of Interest Census Block Damage Estimates. . This
chart shows the Level 2 ASGS-CERA (blue circle ), Level 1 Hazus-MH (red triangle), and
Level 2 Hazus-MH (orange diamond) conseequence estimate results for the sampled
census blocks (Figure 55).

The second area of interest is in the area west of Lake Calcasieu where the
Hazus-MH analyses both predicted more loss than the ASGS-CERA analysis. This area
is a census designated place called Hackberry, Louisiana. The predicted flood extents
and losses are shown in Figure 58. The census averaged predicted and observed surge
levels are shown in Figure 59, and the census block losses are shown in Figure 60. In
Census Blocks 2, 5, and 4, the extents overlap. In Census Block 3, there are both
Hazus-MH and ASGS-CERA extents present, but the Hazus-MH extent is larger. In
Census Block 1, there is only Hazus-MH flooding. Looking at their surge levels in
Figure 59, Hazus-MH has larger average depths in all census blocks. The HWMs in this
region are all debris lines and recorded as 0 feet above ground. Comparing the
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predicted to the observed, ASGS-CERA is closer to the HWM marks. The loss
predictions are as expected with these surge differences – Hazus-MH predicts more
flooding and higher damages. Level 2 Hazus-MH predicts very similar, yet larger, losses
than Level 1 Hazus-MH.

Figure 57. Rural Site Hackberry Area of Interest Maps. The image shows the extent
differences in this area, while the bottom images show the differences in consequence
estimates: Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs Level 1 Hazus-MH (left) and Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs
Level 2 Hazus-MH (right). The number lables represent the local of the sampled census
blocks and circle lables represent the location of the sampled HWM.
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Figure 58. Rural Site Hackberry Area of Interest Predicted and Observed Inundation (ft)
(TS Marco Hurricane Laura 2020). Note, no HWM was available for Block 3. these
hazards averaged over the census block area. The yellow represents the inundation
observed by the HWM. The census block numbers correspond with the locations shown
in Figure 58.
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Figure 59. Rural Site Hackberry Area of Interest Census Block Damage Estimates. This
chart shows the Level 2 ASGS-CERA (blue circle ), Level 1 Hazus-MH (red triangle), and
Level 2 Hazus-MH (orange diamond) conseequence estimate results for the sampled
census blocks (Figure 58).
The third and final area of interest in the Rural Site is the area surrounding the
northern part of Lake Calcasieu that did show variance between the Level 1 and Level 2
Analyses. According to post storm damage images provided by Fenstermaker, there were
homes along the lake in this area that suffered damages from Hurricane Laura
(Fenstermaker, 2020). The extents and losses per census block are shown in Figure 61.
In these census blocks, the surge extents mostly overlap, with the exception of Census
Block 1, which has some of the Hazus-MH flood extending further. In the ASGS-CERA
and Level 1 Hazus-MH comparison, the ASGS-CERA losses are much larger, yet in the
ASGS-CERA comparison with Level 2, the Level 2 Hazus-MH losses are much larger.
This is another result of the differences in flood zone assumptions between Level 1 and
Level 2 User Input analyses. Figure 62 shows the predicted and observed surge levels in
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the region. This chart shows that Hazus-MH consistently predicts deeper surge depths
than ASGS-CERA and the HWMs. In Figure 63, the chart shows the resulting damage
estimates. In this chart, Level 1 Hazus-MH predicts $0 in damages while Level 2 HazusMH predicts damages ranging from $2.25 million to $84.1 million.
In Census Blocks 1 and 4, Hazus-MH predicts almost 7 feet of flooding, while the
HWMs and ASGS-CERA predict closer to 1 foot in Census Block 1 and 1.8 feet and 2.8
feet in Census Block 4. In Census Block 1, this does not affect the damage estimates
much, but in Census Block 4, this causes a difference in over $80 million between ASGSCERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH. Census Block 5 has similar surge and loss differences as
Census Block 4, but there was no HWM observation available. In Census Block 2, the
HWM was a debris line recorded at 0 feet above ground, and ASGS-CERA predicted less
than 1 foot of flooding, while Hazus-MH predicted a little over 1.5 feet. ASGS-CERA
predicted $480 thousand in losses, while Hazus-MH predcited more than 4 times more at
$2.25 million. In Census Block 3, the HWM predicted a depth of 2.18 feet, about half way
between ASGS-CERA (2.16 feet) and Hazus-MH (3.33 feet). The difference in surge
predictions led to a difference of about $40 million in ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH loss
estimates. Overall, ASGS-CERA predicts closer surge levels to the HWM is this area.
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Figure 60 Rural Site Lake Calcasieu Area of Interest Maps. The image shows the extent
differences in this area, while the bottom images show the differences in consequence
estimates: Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs Level 1 Hazus-MH (left) and Level 2 ASGS-CERA vs
Level 2 Hazus-MH (right). The number lables represent the local of the sampled census
blocks and circle lables represent the location of the sampled HWM.
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Figure 61. Rural Site Lake Calcasieu Area of Interest Predicted and Observed Inundation
(ft) (TS Marco Hurricane Laura 2020). The blue (ASGS-CERA) and red (Level 1 HazusMH) represent the inundation level in these hazards averaged over the census block area.
The yellow represents the inundation observed by the HWM. The census block numbers
correspond with the locations shown in Figure 61. Note, no HWM available for Block 5.
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Figure 62. Rural Site Lake Calcasieu Area of Interest Census Block Damage Estimates.
This chart shows the Level 2 ASGS-CERA (blue circle ), Level 1 Hazus-MH (red triangle),
and Level 2 Hazus-MH (orange diamond) conseequence estimate results for the sampled
census blocks (Figure 61).
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4.5 Site Comparisons
Surge Comparisons
Figure 64 shows the extents and differences in depths for Hurricane Isaac and
Hurricane Laura. Visually comparing the extents, the predicted extents vary more in
Hurricane Isaac than in Hurricane Laura. In Hurricane Isaac, the blue area in the west
part of The Urban Site, shows that in Isaac, ASGS-CERA predicted flooding completely
outside of Hazus-MH. The discussed areas in Orleans and Jefferson are examples of the
opposite of this – Hazus-MH predicting completely outside of the where ASGS-CERA
predicts flooding. There are similar examples in Hurricane Laura, but they are small and
do seem to be areas where the extents overlapped, and one went a bit further inland.
Looking at the depths in Figure 64 and in the values shown in Table 4, ASGS-CERA and
Hazus-MH vary on average by about 2 feet in both sites. Hurricane Isaac has a larger
range of differences, for the Urban and Rural Sites but there is more spatial variance in
Hurricane Laura.

Parish Loss Differences
Table 5 shows the percent difference in building loss in each parish and site for
Level 1 Hazus-MH and 2 analyses. For the full sites, the differences for the Rural Site
Hurricane Laura analyses were larger than the Urban Site Hurricane Isaac analyses. For
both sites, the percent differences are generally higher in the ASGS-CERA and Level 2
Hazus-MH analyses. There are a few exceptions, with the most significant being
Cameron Parish in the Rural Site. Looking at parishes individually, some parishes in the
Urban Site have larger percent differences between ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH than
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all of the Rural Site’s parishes – Orleans, St. Charles, and St. John the Baptist. The Urban
Site also has parishes that have smaller percent differences than all of Site 2’s parishes
– St. Bernard and St. Charles.
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Figure 63. Site Comparisons: Urban Site and Rural Site Surge Extents and Inundations.
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Table 4. Surge Difference Statistics for the Urban and Rural Sites
Site

Statistic

Urban

Rural

Minimum
Maximum
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Average

Site Surge Comparisons
ASGS-CERA
Hazus-MH
Inundation
Inundation
(feet)
(feet)
0
0
17.5
23.7
7.67
6.13
0
0
17.8
20.3
4.73
6.84

Difference =Hazus-MH –
ASGS-CERA
(feet)
-16.6
13.2
-1.91
-6.52
18.9
2.07

Table 5. Percent Differences between ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH Damage Estimates
for the Urban and Rural Sites

For each parish, the average ADCIRC mesh point density was found. In Figures
65 and 66, these point densities were plotted with the parish percent differences in
damages to determine if there is a correlation between large loss differences and high
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ADCIRC resolution. Observing the plot and trendline, there is a slight positive trend.
However, the R2 value is too low to say there is a correlation. Similarly, the average census
block size per parish was found as a measure of urban development; these were plotted
in Figures 67 and 68 with the parish percent differences in damages to determine if there
is correlation between damage estimate differences and land use. Looking at these plots,
there was very little correlation for comparisons between ASGS-CERA Level 1 HazusMH analyses. However, when ASGS-CERA is compared with Level 2 Hazus-MH, there
is a bit of a trend towards smaller census blocks causing larger differences However, the
trend is not significant enough to say there is a true correlation.

Figure 64. ADCIRC Mesh Point Density vs Building Percent Difference between ASGSCERA and Level 1 Hazus-MH
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Figure 65. ADCIRC Mesh Point Density vs Building Percent Difference between ASGSCERA and Level 2 Hazus-MH
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Figure 66. Census Block Area vs. Building Percent Difference between ASGS-CERA and
Level 1 Hazus-MH

Figure 67. Census Block Area vs. Building Percent Difference between ASGS-CERA and
Level 2 Hazus-MH
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1 Processing Times
In both Sites the Urban and Rural Sites, the ASGS-CERA methodology proved to
be faster than the Combined Wind and Flood Methodology. It was found that regions of
this size can be processed in the flood model in less than half an hour using the ASGSCERA methodology. Meanwhile, Hurricane Isaac took 15 hours in the flood portion of the
Combined Wind and Flood Model methodology, and Hurricane Laura took 31 hours. Not
reported in the results were the pre-processing times. In the Combined Wind and Flood
methodology, the user has to first create the wind hazard which can take just as long as
the flood hazard. In the ASGS-CERA methodology, time for ASGS to run and CERA to
process the results need to be accounted for when discussing how quickly a damage
estimate could be completed after an NHC update. This takes up to a few hours and is
completed prior to user download. The Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario methodology
could be done in the days after a storm, but the ASGS-CERA method could be completed
then and the days up to the storm. ASGS-CERA also has the advantage of being able to
handle larger regions than the Level 1 Hazus-MH Surge Scenario method. Each storm
required one user input region while the Combined Wind and Flood method required four
for Isaac and two for Laura. Overall, the ASGS-CERA is much more useable for realtime events and has been successfully used by this group for Hurricane Laura and
Hurricane Zeta in the 2020 season.
5.2 Surge and Damage Differences
Both sites experienced similar differences in the ASGS-CERA versus Hazus-MH
predicted surges – an average of a 2 feet difference. In a close-up census block
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comparison for the Urban Site (Hurricane Isaac), ASGS-CERA surge predictions were
32% different than HWM observations in Laplace and 23% different than HWM
observations in Slidell. When Hazus-MH was compared to these observations, the surge
predictions were 145% different in Laplace and 119% different in Slidell. For the Rural
Site (Hurricane Laura), the ASGS-CERA predictions were on average 96% different from
the HWM in Cameron Parish, and the Hazus-MH predictions were 114% different from
the observations. In both sites, ASGS-CERA produced a more accurate surge, but the
improvement is larger in the Urban Site.
Looking at the full site building damages, the differences in surge predictions had
a more significant effect on the Rural Site. The Rural Site had larger building damage
difference between ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH - $1.24 billion for Level 1 and $2.37
billion for Level 2. The building damage differences between ASGS-CERA and HazusMH for the Urban Site were $574 million for Level 1 and $1.5 billion for Level 2. However,
the Urban Site showed more variability between parishes than the Rural Site. In the Urban
Site, the percent difference per parish between ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH ranged from
5.4% to 197% for Level 1 and 11.6% to 196%. The ASGS-CERA differences in surge
also heavily influenced the loss distribution throughout The Urban Site. Hazus-MH surge
predictions caused the very large damages in Orleans and Jefferson Parish, ADCIRDCCERA had much lower losses in these parishes and much higher in St. Tammany and St.
John the Baptist. When compared with how losses were distributed among the parishes
in the reported losses, ASGS-CERA was closer to the reported losses than Hazus-MH in
every Urban Site parish but St. Tammany. For the Rural Site, the percent difference
between ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH in building losses were more consistent – ranging
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from 81%-173% for Level 1 and 83%-175% for Level 2. The ASGS-CERA did cause the
damage distribution among parishes to change, but there was not enough observed data
available to determine if that change more closely matched reality.
In The Urban Site, where there was enough data to compare the predictions to
storm observations, ASGS-CERA overall did a better job than Hazus-MH. While higher
ADCIRC mesh resolution and smaller census block size do show some trend towards
producing larger differences from Hazus-MH, the results were not significant enough to
show that these are the reason for the increased accuracy. Instead, the largest
differences in The Urban Site were where Hazus-MH predicted flooding in protected
areas. While protective barriers do have higher ADCIRC mesh resolutions, protected
areas generally are more densely populated and, consequently, have higher replacement
costs. Even though the parts that Hazus-MH flooded in Orleans and Jefferson parish were
small compared to the region, they had some of the highest census block damages
because of their damages. For this reason, it would be interesting in the future to compare
ASGS-CERA and Hazus-MH results in specifically protected areas.
The effect of Level 1 and Level 2 flood zone assumptions should also be noted. In
the Cameron Parish areas of interest, the flood zone assumptions were the greatest
indicator of large damage differences. Since Hazus-MH tends to overpredict, it may not
be a hindrance to Hazus-MH’s accuracy to cut out some areas with the Zone N
classification at the region level. However, it does misrepresent loss at the census block
and parish level.
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5.3 Future Work
This work focused on using the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF in Hazus-MH version 4.2
damage analyses with no other changes to the Hazus-MH damage model. To expand
upon the findings in this work, it would be interesting to use the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF in
a Hazus-MH study region that has updated building inventory data and/or updated depthdamage curves to understand how the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF can improve the HazusMH results when the other model components are also improved. Additionally, at the time
of this study, the Hazus-MH team is working on a new release of the planning tool.
Depending on the changes made, it may be interesting to see how the geoTIFF works in
the new version of Hazus-MH.
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APPENDIX A. USING THE ASGS-CERA GEOTIFF IN THE HAZUS-MH FLOOD
MODEL
The main steps to follow the ASGS-CERA integrated Hazus-MH methodology are
as follows:
1. Access and download the ASGS-CERA maximum surge inundation geoTIFF
file from the CERA website.
2. Create a Hazus-MH Flood study region for the site in question.
3. Use the Hazus-MH User Input Wizard to upload the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF and
create the coastal hazard.
4. Run the Hazus-MH consequence analysis.
To access the ASGS-CERA geoTIFF, the user must have an active CERA
account. To create, one goes to the CERA website, https://cera.coastalrisk.live/. In the
upper left-hand corner, the user can login (red rectangle) or sign up for an account. Once
the user is signed up and logged in, the user can access CERA data. To download the
geoTIFFs like the ones used in this study, the user must first ensure that they are viewing
the proper model, ADCIRC Surge Guidance System. The model can be selected in the
upper righthand corner. If ASGS is selected, the CERA interface should look something
like Figure A.1. Note that the mapping interface shows the current oceanic conditions. If
there is an active storm, the visualization a user sees may be different than the
visualization shown in Figure A.1.
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Figure A.1. CERA ASGS User Interface

From here, the user can navigate to the storm and track for which they would like
to download a geoTIFF. To do so the user must first switch the view to storm (left most
control). Then, use the drop-down list to navigate to the year of the storm for which they
want to access data. Once their mouse is hovered over the proper year, storm options
from that year will appear. The user must select the storm from there. Then, the user must
select the track and region, if applicable. Figure A.2 shows the mapper with the proper
criteria selected for the Hurricane Laura geoTIFF used in this study. As depicted in Figure
A.2, the map must be on the maximum inundation layer. From here, the user can click
the download icon in the top left hand corner and select the geoTIFF download. Once
downloaded, the user should make sure to unzip the folder and keep the geoTIFF
somewhere easily accessible.
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Figure A.2. CERA ASGS User Interface to Download Laura 2020 geoTIFF

Once the user has downloaded the geoTIFF, it is time to create the Hazus-MH
study region. This is done by opening Hazus-MH and clicking “Create a new Region.”
After naming their new region, the user makes selects the “Flood” hazard, and chooses
to what level to aggregate the loss estimates to. In this study, the “County” level was
chosen. Next, the user selects the states(s). Note that the state database must already
be downloaded on the computer. From here, the user may have to select the counties or
census tracts they would like to include based on their chosen aggregation level. Since
this study chose the “County” level, the region re uired the desired counties to be
specified. Once the user clicks “Finish,” Hazus-MH will create the region.
From here, the user opens the region and navigates to the “Hazard” tab in the
region. The first option in the “Hazard” dropdown menu is “Flood Hazard Type.” The
user selects this and checks the “Coastal only” option. Then the user navigates to the
next option in the “Hazard” menu – “User Data.” In the “User Data” window, the user
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clicks the “Depth Grid” tab. Then, the user clicks “ rowse” and selects the downloaded
ASGS-CERA geoTIFF in their computer files. Then, the user clicks “Set Parameters” to
make sure the units are set to feet. Since this is a deterministic scenario, the “return
period” box should remain blank. Then, click “OK” to allow Hazus-MH to process the
data. Once the data is done processing, the user clicks the next in the “Hazard” drop
down list, “Create a Scenario.” Here the user names the scenario and then clicks “OK.”
Then a “New Scenario” window will pop up. The user clicks “Add to selection” and then
draws a s uare that covers the whole region. Then the user clicks “Save to selection”
and then “OK.” Then, the user clicks the next option in the “Hazard” drop down menu –
“Delineate Floodplain,” then “OK.”
Once the floodplain has been delineated, it is time to start the consequence
analysis. At this time, the user clicks the “Analysis” tab to the right if the “Hazard” tab,
and then click “Run”. Make sure the “General uilding Stock Damage and Loss” is
selected and clink “OK.”
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